
Kapellenweg - Runde Feldwies

HIKING TOUR

One of 4 meditative paths to chapels and churches in Übersee on Lake Chiemsee.

Starting point
Church parking lot

Location
Overseas


distance:
8.3 kilometres 

duration:
02:05 hours


maximum altitude:
527 meters 

minimum altitude:
520 meters


altitude difference:
16 ascending 

altitude difference:
17 descending

From the church parking lot next to the eastern cemetery wall north to the Martinfleidl Chapel (10). Here follow the ring 
road to the west past two farms. From here (Ringstrasse is now the priority road) turn left and south to the Bühler nursery. 
Immediately afterwards turn right to the cemetery and go straight ahead for about 700 m. At the crossroads turn right to 
the railway line, then parallel left to the Sichlerkapelle (11). Back east along the railway line to the riding hall, left through 
the small railway underpass to the cross street. Attention: take a short left here and then immediately right again to a barn 
and a small forest. Pass this left to the next right bend and over the OT Luft back onto the main road. Follow this left in a 
northerly direction for approx. 700 m to Mill Street. The Achenschuster Chapel (12, beautiful panoramic view) is in sight 
on the left. Walk east on Mühlenstrasse to Greimelstrasse. After a few steps you can see the Bartlhöller chapel (13) to the 
right. Return the same way until the Seerosenweg joins from the left. Following this, after a few meters we come to the 
Schelshorn Chapel (14). Stay on Seerosenweg until you reach Feldwieser Straße (large street through the whole town). 
Follow this southwards to the junction to the right Dornau and Gries. Immediately after the stream bridge, turn left and 
after approx. 150 m you will reach the Wind Schnurer Chapel (15) next to a farm. Continue south on this little street (wind 
line) to a crossroads and bench (approx. 200 m). Now the Übersee Church can be seen and the direction to the parking lot 
is given.
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